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Internet TV
Private Cloud Compu3ng

Augmented Reality

2010

Media Tablet

Summary

Internet TV is the video streaming of licensed professional
content (typically TV shows, live events and movies)
Private cloud compu3ng is a form of cloud compu3ng that is
used by only one organiza3on, or that ensures that an
organiza3on is completely isolated from other
Augmented reality (AR) is the real-3me use of informa3on in
the form of text, graphics, audio and other virtual
enhancements integrated with real-world objects. It is this
“real world” element that diﬀeren3ates AR from virtual
reality
A media tablet is a device based on a touchscreen display,
typically mul3touch, that facilitates content entry via an onscreen keyboard. The device has a screen with a diagonal
dimension that is a minimum of ﬁve inches. Media tablets
feature connec3vity via Wi-Fi or via 3G/4G cellular networks.
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Gartner deﬁnes cloud compu3ng as a style of compu3ng in
which scalable and elas3c IT-enabled capabili3es are
delivered as a service using Internet technologies.
pla\orms for development, management, and deployment
of applica3on
Image recogni3on technologies strive to iden3fy objects,
people, buildings, places, logos, and anything else that has
value to consumers and enterprises.
3D prin3ng is an addi3ve technique that uses a device to
create physical objects from digital models.
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Gamiﬁca3on
Group Buying
Social Analy3cs

Social analy3cs is monitoring, analyzing, measuring and
interpre3ng digital interac3ons and rela3onships of people,
topics, ideas and content.
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Wireless Power
Ac3vity Streams
Internet TV

NFC Payment

2011

Private Cloud Compu3ng

Augmented Reality

Cloud Compu3ng

Media Tablet

Virtual Assistants

Contactless payment technology enables payment
transac3ons via a contactless chip embedded in payment
cards, tags, key fobs and mobile phones. The chip
communicates with a reader device that uses radio
frequency or Near Field Communica3on (NFC) standards.
Private cloud compu3ng is a form of cloud compu3ng that is
used by only one organiza3on, or that ensures that an
organiza3on is completely isolated from other
Augmented reality (AR) is the real-3me use of informa3on in
the form of text, graphics, audio and other virtual
enhancements integrated with real-world objects. It is this
“real world” element that diﬀeren3ates AR from virtual
reality
Gartner deﬁnes cloud compu3ng as a style of compu3ng in
which scalable and elas3c IT-enabled capabili3es are
delivered as a service using Internet technologies.
A media tablet is a device based on a touchscreen display,
typically mul3touch, that facilitates content entry via an onscreen keyboard. The device has a screen with a diagonal
dimension that is a minimum of ﬁve inches. Media tablets
feature connec3vity via Wi-Fi or via 3G/4G cellular networks.
A virtual assistant (VA) is a conversa3onal, computergenerated character that simulates a conversa3on to deliver
voice- or text-based informa3on to a user via a Web, kiosk or
mobile interface.
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In-Memory Database
Management Systems
Crowdsourcing
Big Data

Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety
informa3on assets that demand cost-eﬀec3ve, innova3ve
forms of informa3on processing that enable enhanced
insight, decision making, and process automa3on.

Gamiﬁca3on
HTML5
Hybrid Cloud Compu3ng

Hybrid cloud compu3ng refers to policy-based and
coordinated service provisioning, use and management
across a mixture of internal and external cloud services

1

Wireless Power
3D Prin3ng

BYOD

Virtual Assistants
2012

Social Analy3cs

Private Cloud Compu3ng

3D prin3ng is an addi3ve technique that uses a device to
create physical objects from digital models.
Bring your own device (BYOD) is an alterna3ve strategy
allowing employees, business partners and other users to
u3lize a personally selected and purchased client device to
execute enterprise applica3ons and access data
Complex-event processing (CEP) is a kind of compu3ng in
which incoming data about events is dis3lled into more
useful, higher level “complex” event data that provides
insight into what is happening. CEP is used for highly
demanding, con3nuous-intelligence applica3ons that
enhance situa3on awareness and support real-3me
decisions.
Social analy3cs is monitoring, analyzing, measuring and
interpre3ng digital interac3ons and rela3onships of people,
topics, ideas and content.
Private cloud compu3ng is a form of cloud compu3ng that is
used by only one organiza3on, or that ensures that an
organiza3on is completely isolated from other
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Applica3on Stores

Augmented Reality

Augmented reality (AR) is the real-3me use of informa3on in
the form of text, graphics, audio and other virtual
enhancements integrated with real-world objects. It is this
“real world” element that diﬀeren3ates AR from virtual
reality
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In-Memory Database
Management Systems
Ac3vity Streams

NFC Payment

3D scanners

Contactless payment technology enables payment
transac3ons via a contactless chip embedded in payment
cards, tags, key fobs and mobile phones. The chip
communicates with a reader device that uses radio
frequency or Near Field Communica3on (NFC) standards.
A three-dimensional scanner is a device that captures data
about the shape and appearance of real-world objects to
create 3D models of them.
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Mobile Robots
Speech-to-Speech
Transla3on

IoT

Natural-Language
Ques3on Answering

Big Data

Consumer 3D Prin3ng

Speech transla3on is a process that takes the conversa3onal
speech phrase in one language as an input and translated
speech phrases in another language as the output.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical objects
that contain embedded technology to communicate and
sense or interact with their internal states or the external
environment.
Ques3on answering (QA) is a computer science discipline
within the ﬁelds of informa3on retrieval and natural
language processing (NLP), which is concerned with building
systems that automa3cally answer ques3ons posed by
humans in a natural language.
Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety
informa3on assets that demand cost-eﬀec3ve, innova3ve
forms of informa3on processing that enable enhanced
insight, decision making, and process automa3on.
3D prin3ng is an addi3ve technique that uses a device to
create physical objects from digital models.
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Gamiﬁca3on
2013
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2015

2016

2017

Wearable computers and their interfaces are designed to be
worn on the body, such as a wrist-mounted screen or headWearable User Interfaces
mounted display, to enable mobility and hands-free/eyesfree ac3vi3es.
Complex-event processing (CEP) is a kind of compu3ng in
which incoming data about events is dis3lled into more
useful, higher level “complex” event data that provides
insight into what is happening. CEP is event-driven because
Complex-Event Processing
the computa3on is triggered by the receipt of event data.
CEP is used for highly demanding, con3nuous-intelligence
applica3ons that enhance situa3on awareness and support
real-3me decisions.
Content analy3cs deﬁnes a family of technologies that
processes digital content and user behavior in consuming
Content analy3cs
and engaging with content, such as documents, news sites,
customer conversa3ons (both audio and text), and social
network discussions, to answer speciﬁc ques3ons.
In-Memory Database
Management Systems
Complex-event processing (CEP) is a kind of compu3ng in
which incoming data about events is dis3lled into more
useful, higher level “complex” event data that provides
Virtual Assistants
insight into what is happening. CEP is used for highly
demanding, con3nuous-intelligence applica3ons that
enhance situa3on awareness and support real-3me
decisions.
Data science is an interdisciplinary ﬁeld that uses scien3ﬁc
methods, processes, algorithms and systems to extract
Data Science
knowledge and insights from data in various forms, both
structured and unstructured, similar to data mining.
A virtual assistant (VA) is a conversa3onal, computergenerated character that simulates a conversa3on to deliver
voice- or text-based informa3on to a user via a Web, kiosk or
mobile interface. A VA incorporates natural-language
Smart Advisors
processing, dialogue control, domain knowledge and a visual
appearance (such as photos or anima3on) that changes
according to the content and context of the dialogue. The
primary interac3on methods are text-to-text, text-to-speech,
speech-to-text and speech-to-speech.
An autonomous vehicle is one that can drive itself from a
star3ng point to a predetermined des3na3on in “autopilot”
mode using various in-vehicle technologies and sensors,
Autonomous Vehicles
including adap3ve cruise control, ac3ve steering (steer by
wire), an3-lock braking systems (brake by wire), GPS
naviga3on technology, lasers and radar.
Speech transla3on is a process that takes the conversa3onal
Speech-to-Speech
speech phrase in one language as an input and translated
Transla3on
speech phrases in another language as the output.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical objects
that contain embedded technology to communicate and
IoT
sense or interact with their internal states or the external
environment.
Ques3on answering (QA) is a computer science discipline
within the ﬁelds of informa3on retrieval and natural
Natural-Language
language processing (NLP), which is concerned with building
Ques3on Answering
systems that automa3cally answer ques3ons posed by
humans in a natural language.
Wearable computers and their interfaces are designed to be
worn on the body, such as a wrist-mounted screen or headWearable User Interfaces
mounted display, to enable mobility and hands-free/eyesfree ac3vi3es.
3D prin3ng is an addi3ve technique that uses a device to
Consumer 3D Prin3ng
create physical objects from digital models.
Cryptocurrencies are a subset of digital currency that is
decentralized, and based on a set of algorithms and
Cryptocurrencies
protocols that enable a peer-to-peer, cryptographically based
payment mechanism, medium of exchange and store of
value.
Complex-event processing (CEP) is a kind of compu3ng in
which incoming data about events is dis3lled into more
useful, higher level “complex” event data that provides
insight into what is happening. CEP is event-driven because
Complex-Event Processing
the computa3on is triggered by the receipt of event data.
CEP is used for highly demanding, con3nuous-intelligence
applica3ons that enhance situa3on awareness and support
real-3me decisions.
Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety
informa3on assets that demand cost-eﬀec3ve, innova3ve
Big Data
forms of informa3on processing that enable enhanced
insight, decision making, and process automa3on.
Digital Dexterity is the ability and desire to exploit exis3ng
Digital Dexterity
and emerging technologies for beder business outcomes.
A micro data center (MDC) is a smaller or containerized
(modular) data center architecture that is designed to solve
Micro Data Centers
diﬀerent sets of problems that take diﬀerent types of
compute workload that does not require to tradi3onal
facili3es.
A virtual assistant (VA) is a conversa3onal, computergenerated character that simulates a conversa3on to deliver
voice- or text-based informa3on to a user via a Web, kiosk or
mobile interface. A VA incorporates natural-language
Smart Advisors
processing, dialogue control, domain knowledge and a visual
appearance (such as photos or anima3on) that changes
according to the content and context of the dialogue. The
primary interac3on methods are text-to-text, text-to-speech,
speech-to-text and speech-to-speech.
Advanced Analy3cs is the autonomous or semi-autonomous
examina3on of data or content using sophis3cated
Advanced Analy3cs with
techniques and tools, typically beyond those of tradi3onal
Self-Service Delivery
business intelligence (BI), to discover deeper insights, make
predic3ons, or generate recommenda3ons
An autonomous vehicle is one that can drive itself from a
star3ng point to a predetermined des3na3on in “autopilot”
mode using various in-vehicle technologies and sensors,
Autonomous Vehicles
including adap3ve cruise control, ac3ve steering (steer by
wire), an3-lock braking systems (brake by wire), GPS
naviga3on technology, lasers and radar.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical objects
that contain embedded technology to communicate and
IoT
sense or interact with their internal states or the external
environment.
Speech transla3on is a process that takes the conversa3onal
Speech-to-Speech
speech phrase in one language as an input and translated
Transla3on
speech phrases in another language as the output.
Advanced machine learning algorithms are composed of
many technologies (such as deep learning, neural networks
Machine Learning
and natural-language processing), used in unsupervised and
supervised learning, that operate guided by lessons from
exis3ng informa3on.
Wearable computers and their interfaces are designed to be
worn on the body, such as a wrist-mounted screen or headWearable User Interfaces
mounted display, to enable mobility and hands-free/eyesfree ac3vi3es.
Cryptocurrencies are a subset of digital currency that is
decentralized, and based on a set of algorithms and
Cryptocurrencies
protocols that enable a peer-to-peer, cryptographically based
payment mechanism, medium of exchange and store of
value.
3D prin3ng is an addi3ve technique that uses a device to
Consumer 3D Prin3ng
create physical objects from digital models.
Gesture control is the ability to recognize and interpret
movements of the human body in order to interact with and
control a computer system without direct physical contact.
Gesture Control Devices
The term “natural user interface” is becoming commonly
used to describe these interface systems, reﬂec3ng the
general lack of any intermediate devices between the user
and the system.
A micro data center (MDC) is a smaller or containerized
(modular) data center architecture that is designed to solve
diﬀerent sets of problems that take diﬀerent types of
compute workload that does not require to tradi3onal
facili3es. Whereas the size may vary from rack to container, a
micro data center may include fewer than 4 servers in a
Micro Data Centers
single 19-inch rack. It may come with built-in security
systems, cooling systems, and/or ﬁre protec3on. Typically
there are standalone rack-level systems containing all the
components of a 'tradi3onal' data center.[1] including in rack
cooling, power supply, power backup, security, ﬁre and
suppression. They could be rapidly deployed indoors or
outdoors or also in rugged terrains
Smart machine technologies learn on their own and can
produce unan3cipated results. They must:
Adapt their behavior based on experience (learning)
Smart Robots
Not be totally dependent on instruc3ons from people (learn
on their own)
Be able to come up with unan3cipated results
A blockchain is an expanding list of cryptographically signed,
irrevocable transac3onal records shared by all par3cipants in
a network. Each record contains a 3me stamp and reference
links to previous transac3ons. With this informa3on, anyone
Blockchain
with access rights can trace back a transac3onal event, at
any point in its history, belonging to any par3cipant. A
blockchain is one architectural design of the broader concept
of distributed ledgers.
A connected home is networked to enable the
interconnec3on and interoperability of mul3ple devices,
services and apps, ranging from communica3ons and
entertainment to healthcare, security and home automa3on.
These services and apps are delivered over mul3ple
Connected Home
interlinked and integrated devices, sensors, tools and
pla\orms. Connected, real-3me, smart and contextual
experiences are provided for the household inhabitants, and
individuals are enabled to control and monitor the home
remotely as well as within it.
AI and cogni3ve computers can learn from interac3ons,
understand natural language, build knowledge and generally
interact more like humans. This capability is being used to
Congi3ve Expert Advisors
develop expert advisors – systems that can provide relevant
recommenda3ons of items, informa3on or services based on
the context of what the person is asking for.
Advanced machine learning algorithms are composed of
many technologies (such as deep learning, neural networks
Machine Learning
and natural-language processing), used in unsupervised and
supervised learning, that operate guided by lessons from
exis3ng informa3on.
Sokware-deﬁned security (SDS) is a type of security model in
which the informa3on security in a compu3ng environment
is implemented, controlled and managed by security
sokware.
Sokware-Deﬁned Security
It is a sokware-managed, policy-driven and governed
security where most of the security controls such as
intrusion detec3on, network segmenta3on and access
controls are automated and monitored through sokware
An autonomous vehicle is one that can drive itself from a
star3ng point to a predetermined des3na3on in “autopilot”
mode using various in-vehicle technologies and sensors,
Autonomous Vehicles
including adap3ve cruise control, ac3ve steering (steer by
wire), an3-lock braking systems (brake by wire), GPS
naviga3on technology, lasers and radar.
Nanotubes are 3ny cylinders of atoms that can be used for a
wide variety of purposes because of their electrical or
mechanical proper3es. Diﬀerent proper3es and diﬀerent
forces apply at the nanoscale level when compared with
macro or “real world” dimensions. These diﬀerences exhibit
themselves in the form of high electrical conduc3vity, great
mechanical strength and other proper3es. The main focus in
electronics is on carbon nanotubes. These can be as small as
Nanotube Electronics
10 atoms in diameter. Diﬀerent nanotubes can have
insula3ng, conduc3ng or semiconduc3ng proper3es. Carbon
nanotubes with semiconductor proper3es oﬀer the promise
of small transistors with high switching speeds. Carbon
nanotubes with metallic (conduc3ng) proper3es oﬀer the
promise of low electrical resistance that can be applied to
the interconnec3ons within integrated circuits. Other
nanotube materials being evaluated include silicon and
compound semiconductor materials.
Sokware-deﬁned anything (SDx) is an important yet
ambiguous term that refers to new changes happening in the
IT world. It is a movement toward promo3ng a greater role
Sokware-Deﬁned
for sokware systems in controlling diﬀerent kinds of
Anything
hardware - more speciﬁcally, making sokware more "in
command" of mul3-piece hardware systems and allowing for
sokware control of a greater range of devices.
At a high level, an Internet of Things (IoT) pla\orm is the
support sokware that connects edge hardware, access
points, and data networks to other parts of the value chain
(which are generally the end-user applica3ons). IoT
pla\orms typically handle ongoing management tasks and
data visualiza3on, which allow users to automate their
environment. You can think of these pla\orms as the
IoT Pla\orm
middleman between the data collected at the edge and the
user-facing SaaS or mobile applica3on. IoT pla\orms are
oken referred to as middleware solu3ons, which are the
“plumbing” of the IoT. Generally, an IoT or M2M solu3on is a
mashup of func3ons from mul3ple vendors, which include:
Sensors or controllers. A gateway device to aggregate and
transmit data back and forth to the data network.
A virtual assistant (VA) is a conversa3onal, computergenerated character that simulates a conversa3on to deliver
voice- or text-based informa3on to a user via a Web, kiosk or
mobile interface. A VA incorporates natural-language
Virtual Assistants
processing, dialogue control, domain knowledge and a visual
appearance (such as photos or anima3on) that changes
according to the content and context of the dialogue. The
primary interac3on methods are text-to-text, text-to-speech,
speech-to-text and speech-to-speech.
A connected home is networked to enable the
interconnec3on and interoperability of mul3ple devices,
services and apps, ranging from communica3ons and
entertainment to healthcare, security and home automa3on.
These services and apps are delivered over mul3ple
Connected Home
interlinked and integrated devices, sensors, tools and
pla\orms. Connected, real-3me, smart and contextual
experiences are provided for the household inhabitants, and
individuals are enabled to control and monitor the home
remotely as well as within it.
Advanced machine learning algorithms are composed of
many technologies (such as deep learning, neural networks
and natural-language processing), used in unsupervised and
Deep Learning
supervised learning, that operate guided by lessons from
exis3ng informa3on. Deep learning includes deep neural
networks (which consist of many layers).
Advanced machine learning algorithms are composed of
many technologies (such as deep learning, neural networks
Machine Learning
and natural-language processing), used in unsupervised and
supervised learning, that operate guided by lessons from
exis3ng informa3on.
An autonomous vehicle is one that can drive itself from a
star3ng point to a predetermined des3na3on in “autopilot”
mode using various in-vehicle technologies and sensors,
Autonomous Vehicles
including adap3ve cruise control, ac3ve steering (steer by
wire), an3-lock braking systems (brake by wire), GPS
naviga3on technology, lasers and radar.
Nanotubes are 3ny cylinders of atoms that can be used for a
wide variety of purposes because of their electrical or
mechanical proper3es. Diﬀerent proper3es and diﬀerent
forces apply at the nanoscale level when compared with
macro or “real world” dimensions. These diﬀerences exhibit
themselves in the form of high electrical conduc3vity, great
mechanical strength and other proper3es. The main focus in
electronics is on carbon nanotubes. These can be as small as
Nanotube Electronics
10 atoms in diameter. Diﬀerent nanotubes can have
insula3ng, conduc3ng or semiconduc3ng proper3es. Carbon
nanotubes with semiconductor proper3es oﬀer the promise
of small transistors with high switching speeds. Carbon
nanotubes with metallic (conduc3ng) proper3es oﬀer the
promise of low electrical resistance that can be applied to
the interconnec3ons within integrated circuits. Other
nanotube materials being evaluated include silicon and
compound semiconductor materials.
The goal of cogni3ve compu3ng is to simulate human
thought processes in a computerized model. Using selflearning algorithms that use data mining, padern recogni3on
and natural language processing, the computer can mimic
the way the human brain works.
While computers have been faster at calcula3ons and
processing than humans for decades, they haven’t been able
Cogni3ve Compu3ng
to accomplish tasks that humans take for granted as simple,
like understanding natural language, or recognizing unique
objects in an image.
Some people say that cogni3ve compu3ng represents the
third era of compu3ng: we went from computers that could
tabulate sums (1900s) to programmable systems (1950s),
and now to cogni3ve systems.
A blockchain is an expanding list of cryptographically signed,
irrevocable transac3onal records shared by all par3cipants in
a network. Each record contains a 3me stamp and reference
links to previous transac3ons. With this informa3on, anyone
Blockchain
with access rights can trace back a transac3onal event, at
any point in its history, belonging to any par3cipant. A
blockchain is one architectural design of the broader concept
of distributed ledgers.
Businesses across industries realize that drones have
mul3ple commercial applica3ons, some of which go beyond
basic surveillance, photography, or videos, and they are
already using them to transform daily work in some
industries. Insurance companies are using drones to inspect
Commercial UAV (Drones)
damaged assets, for instance, and farmers are sending them
to monitor crops and collect soil data. Even more drama3c
changes could be in store as innovators explore new uses,
including drone-delivery services for retail stores and air taxis
for commuters.
Robots in the industrial sector are quickly evolving from
powerful, sta3onary machines into sophis3cated, mobile
pla\orms to address a broader range of automa3on needs.
Autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) are one of the latest and
most innova3ve automa3on solu3ons on the market.
Autonomous Mobile
Robots
AMRs diﬀer from automated guided vehicles (AGVs) by their
degree of autonomy – AMRs are far more independent than
AGVs. AMRs will be an important part of lean opera3ons in a
wide range of industrial seongs once they are widely
deployed, as they are built to address speciﬁc challenges in
typical industrial environments.
Computer-brain interface is a type of user interface, whereby
the user voluntarily generates dis3nct brain paderns that are
interpreted by the computer as commands to control an
applica3on or device. The best results are achieved by
Brain-Computer Interface
implan3ng electrodes into the brain to pick up signals.
Noninvasive techniques are available commercially that use a
cap or helmet to detect the signals through external
electrodes.
What makes a workspace smart?
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1. Connected
Building systems, log ins and workplace technology should all
be interconnected to make your working life simple and
seamless. Smart workplaces mean there’s less need for s3cky
notes and passwords. People can securely access
informa3on on the spot from either inside or outside of the
oﬃce through pioneering technologies such as beacons and
VPNs (Virtual Private Networks).

Smart Workspace

2. Eﬀec3ve
We tend to harp on about eﬃciency, but what use is that if
it’s not eﬀec3ve? Smarter ways of working mean people can
be more produc3ve at work. They can work ﬂexibly and
choose the best areas to work in based on their task. And
happy people with higher performance levels have a more
eﬀec3ve impact on the company and its bodom line.
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3. Technology
To be smart, you need the smarts, e.g. the smart phones, the
intelligent data etc. So it’s no surprise that you need smart
technology to drive any smart workspace transforma3on.
Technology will allow you to create more streamlined
processes, more accurate sta3s3cs and beder places to
conduct business.
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4. Dynamic
Smart workplaces embrace agile working cultures and equip
people with the dynamic spaces and resources they need to
perform. As people become less micro-managed and more
self-mo3vated, they’ll become more ac3ve by nature and
need greater accessibility from their workplace.
Biochips relate to a number of technologies that involve the
merging of semiconductor and biological sciences. The most
common form is based on an array of molecular sensors
arranged on a small surface _ typically referred to as “lab-onchip.” The underlying mechanism u3lizes microﬂuidic microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology. These
devices are used to analyze biological elements such as DNA,
ribonucleic acid and proteins, in addi3on to certain
chemicals.
Quite simply, a digital twin is a virtual model of a process,
product or service. This pairing of the virtual and physical
worlds allows analysis of data and monitoring of systems to
head oﬀ problems before they even occur, prevent
down3me, develop new opportuni3es and even plan for the
future by using simula3ons.
Advanced machine learning algorithms are composed of
many technologies (such as deep learning, neural networks
and natural-language processing), used in unsupervised and
supervised learning, that operate guided by lessons from
exis3ng informa3on. Deep learning includes deep neural
networks (which consist of many layers).
Nanotubes are 3ny cylinders of atoms that can be used for a
wide variety of purposes because of their electrical or
mechanical proper3es. Diﬀerent proper3es and diﬀerent
forces apply at the nanoscale level when compared with
macro or “real world” dimensions. These diﬀerences exhibit
themselves in the form of high electrical conduc3vity, great
mechanical strength and other proper3es. The main focus in
electronics is on carbon nanotubes. These can be as small as
10 atoms in diameter. Diﬀerent nanotubes can have
insula3ng, conduc3ng or semiconduc3ng proper3es. Carbon
nanotubes with semiconductor proper3es oﬀer the promise
of small transistors with high switching speeds. Carbon
nanotubes with metallic (conduc3ng) proper3es oﬀer the
promise of low electrical resistance that can be applied to
the interconnec3ons within integrated circuits. Other
nanotube materials being evaluated include silicon and
compound semiconductor materials.
At a high level, an Internet of Things (IoT) pla\orm is the
support sokware that connects edge hardware, access
points, and data networks to other parts of the value chain
(which are generally the end-user applica3ons). IoT
pla\orms typically handle ongoing management tasks and
data visualiza3on, which allow users to automate their
environment. You can think of these pla\orms as the
middleman between the data collected at the edge and the
user-facing SaaS or mobile applica3on. IoT pla\orms are
oken referred to as middleware solu3ons, which are the
“plumbing” of the IoT. Generally, an IoT or M2M solu3on is a
mashup of func3ons from mul3ple vendors, which include:
Sensors or controllers. A gateway device to aggregate and
transmit data back and forth to the data network.
A virtual assistant (VA) is a conversa3onal, computergenerated character that simulates a conversa3on to deliver
voice- or text-based informa3on to a user via a Web, kiosk or
mobile interface. A VA incorporates natural-language
processing, dialogue control, domain knowledge and a visual
appearance (such as photos or anima3on) that changes
according to the content and context of the dialogue. The
primary interac3on methods are text-to-text, text-to-speech,
speech-to-text and speech-to-speech.
Silicon anode baderies are an extension of widely used
lithium ion (Li-Ion) baderies. Early genera3on Li-Ion baderies
used lithium as the anode material. This was replaced with
carbon/graphite following a number of widely reported
overhea3ng and explosion incidents. Next-genera3on Li-Ion
baderies are likely to make use of silicon anodes that u3lize
silicon nanotubes, or a comparable coa3ng process. This will
result in signiﬁcantly higher energy storage and longer
badery life.
A blockchain is an expanding list of cryptographically signed,
irrevocable transac3onal records shared by all par3cipants in
a network. Each record contains a 3me stamp and reference
links to previous transac3ons. With this informa3on, anyone
with access rights can trace back a transac3onal event, at
any point in its history, belonging to any par3cipant. A
blockchain is one architectural design of the broader concept
of distributed ledgers.
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